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What is Vendor Risk?

UpGuard Vendor Risk continuously monitors your 
vendors, automates security questionnaires, and 
reduces third and fourth-party risk.

Monitor your vendors’ security posture
Vendor Risk is a third-party risk management 
platform that helps you find, monitor, and assess 
your vendor’s security posture. Track vendor 
performance over time, and compare them against 
industry benchmarks.

Security questionnaires
Automate security questionnaires with workflows 
to get deeper insights into your vendors’ security. 
Use our library of standard questionnaires or 
create your own custom questionnaire within the 
UpGuard platform.

Use data to drive your third-party risk 
remediation
Use our risk dashboards to simplify and accelerate 
your third-party remediation process by using 
real-time data. We’ll track your progress and 
tell you exactly when vendors fix issues. Using 
UpGuard means less email, fewer spreadsheets, 
and more time to focus on improving your security 
posture.

Vendor Risk Product Datasheet
The cloud has changed cybersecurity. Rapid cloud adoption is now the norm, as 
organizations move at the speed of digital transformation. The UpGuard platform 
empowers cloud-enabled organizations to proactively mitigate cybersecurity risks and 
securely operate in an evolving threat environment. By continously monitoring your third 
and fourth-party vendors, UpGuard Vendor Risk arms your people with insights to identify, 
assess, and remediate third-party risks.

At a glance
Instantly find, monitor, and assess 
the security posture of your third and 
fourth-parties, and get a complete 
picture of your supply chain.

Automate your vendor security 
questionnaires, reducing the noise 
and wasted time from endless emails 
and spreadsheets.

Accelerate your third-party 
remediation process using in-built 
workflows to stay on top of emerging 
risks.

If a vendor score drops 
below 600, we know there 
is a security issue with that 
vendor and we work with them 
to remediate that.
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We're processing over 800 billion data points 
each day and are directly responsible for 
securing over 1.9 billion records.

UpGuard is a cybersecurity platform that helps 
global companies prevent data breaches, monitor 
third-party vendors, and improve their security 
posture. Through proprietary security ratings, 
world class data leak detection capabilities and 
powerful remediation workflows, we proactively 
identify security exposures for companies.

Key features and benefits

Executive reporting Create up-to-date reports on your vendors' security 
to identify which vendors pose the highest risk and 
understand issues across your vendor ecosystem.

On-demand 
security ratings

Instantly understand any vendors’ security posture with our 
data-driven, objective, and dynamic security ratings.

Security 
questionnaires

Automate security questionnaires with workflows to get 
deeper insights into your vendors’ security. Use our library 
of standard questionnaires or create your own custom 
questionnaire within the UpGuard platform.

Industry 
benchmarking

Compare your vendor's security posture against their 
industry peers to help you decide whether to mitigate or 
stop using high-risk vendors

Fourth-party risk 
exposure

Automatically find your vendors' vendors and understand 
the risks of your fourth-party vendors.

Vulnerability detection, 
assessment, and 
management

Discover vulnerabilities that may be exploitable in the 
software that is running on your vendor's websites.
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